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Quasielastic e dcross se-ctions have been measured at forward and backward angles. Rosenbluth sep-
arations were done to obtain RL and Rr at Q =1.75, 2.50, 3.25, and 4.00 (GeV/c)'. The neutron form
factors GE, and GM, have been extracted using a nonrelativistic model. The sensitivity to deuteron wave

function, relativistic corrections, and models of the inelastic background are reported. The results for
GM„are consistent with the dipole form, while G~„ is consistent with zero. Comparisons are made to
theoretical models based on vector meson dominance, perturbative QCD, and QCD sum rules, as well as
constituent quarks.

PACS numbers: 13.40.Fn, 12.38.Qk, 14.20.Dh, 25.30.Fj

New measurements of the neutron electromagnetic
form factors GE„(Q ) and GM„(Q ) are reported. These
form factors are of fundamental importance in under-
standing nucleon structure, as well as for calculations of
processes involving the electromagnetic interaction with

complex nuclei. Using fits to early form factor data, vec-
tor meson dominance (VMD) models [1] make predic-
tions for the form factors in the low four-momentum
transfer squared, Q, region. Models based on dimen-
sional scaling and perturbative quantum chromodynamics
(PQCD) are used to describe [2] the form factors at high

Q . To describe the behavior at intermediate values of
Q, a hybrid model [3] by Gari and Kriimpelmann (GK)
uses VMD fits to low Q data, which are constrained to
agree with PQCD results at high Q . Other models
which predict form factor behavior are QCD sum rules
[4], and constituent quark models [5].

Previous measurements [6] of the elastic electron-
neutron cross sections have been made at forward angles
up to Q =10 (GeV/c) . Combining these measurements
with backward angle data [7] has allowed Rosenbluth
separations of GE„and GM„, but only up to Q =2.7
(GeV/c) . Several factors have permitted improvements
in the range and precision of measurements of the nu-
cleon form factors. The N uclear Physics I njector at

SLAC provided a higher intensity, higher energy beam
than was available to previous experiments. This
sufficiently increased count rates at higher Q to allow
cross sections to be measured with 1% statistical errors.
Improvements in systematic errors were obtained by
measuring the proton form factors through elastic e-p
scattering in the same experiment [8]. The most signifi-
cant improvement over previous experiments was the use
of two magnetic spectrometers which detected scattered
electrons simultaneously. A large solid angle, 1.6 GeV/c
spectrometer was fixed at 90 to measure the low-rate,
backward-angle cross sections with central momentum E'
between 0.5 and 0.8 GeV/c. The SLAC 8 GeV/c spec-
trometer detected electrons at central scattering angles 0
between 15 and 90', and momentum between 0.5 and
7.5 GeV/c.

The experiment consisted of quasielastic e-d cross sec-
tion measurements at beam energies E from 1.5 to 5.5
GeV and average currents from 0.5 to 10 pA. The beam
angle and position were determined to within 0.05 rnrad
and 1 mm, respectively. The incident charge was mea-
sured to an accuracy of 0.5% by two toroidal charge mon-
itors which were calibrated before every data run. The
cryogenic liquid deuterium target consisted of a 15 cm
long aluminum cylinder, 7 cm in diameter, with 0. 1 mm
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thick walls and end caps. A similar cell of liquid hydro-

gen was used to measure the e-p cross sections, and an

aluminum target of equivalent radiation length was used
to measure end-cap contributions. The average density
was determined with point-to-point fluctuations of 0.2%
and an overall normalization of better than 1%.

Similar detector arrays were used in both spectrome-
ters. Threshold gas Cerenkov counters and lead glass
shower counters were used to identify electrons in the
presence of pions and other backgrounds. Wire chambers
and plastic scintillators were used to measure particle tra-
jectories. The shape of the acceptance for both spectrom-
eters was determined through Monte Carlo simulations
and checked against measured e-p cross sections. Details
on the detectors and acceptance functions have been pre-
viously reported [8].

Quasielastic e-d spectra at each kinematic point were
obtained as a function of missing mass squared, W
=M +2M(E —E') —Q, where M is the nucleon mass,
at fixed 0 by dividing the measured counts by the spec-
trometer acceptance. Subtractions were made for a back-
ground contamination of pions (typically 0.2%), and for
electrons originating from pair production in the target.
The latter was measured in separate runs by reversing the
polarity of the spectrometers, and was 3.5% in the worst
case of Q =4.0 (GeV/c) and 0=90 . Target end-cap
contributions, present only in the 8 GeV/c spectrometer,
were typically 2%.

Spectra were measured at forward and backward an-

gles for Q =1.75, 2.50, 3.25, and 4.00 (GeV/c) . The

typical e range was from 0.2 to 0.9, where e = [I
+2(1+ r') tan (0/2)] ' is the longitudinal polarization
of the virtual photon, with r'=v /Q, and v=E —E'
Data were measured at four | values for each of the two
lowest Q points, and at three and two e values f'or

Q =3.25 and 4.00 (Gev/c), respectively. The quasi-
elastic peak was clearly visible at W =M =0.88 GeV
for each spectrum, with inelastic contributions at the
peak increasing with Q to a maximum of 15% at
Q'=4. OO (GeV/~)'.

The measured e-d cross sections per nucleon, cr(E,
E', 0), were converted to reduced cross sections, defined
as

a(E,E', 0)
crR =e(1+ r') ' ' =RT+eRI,

~Mott

where cr~,« =a cos (0/2)/4E sin (0/2). Rosenbluth
separations were done using linear fits to the reduced
cross sections for each W value at each Q . A normal-
ized longitudinal response function, RI/GD, was obtained
from the slope, and a transverse response function,
RT/GD, from the intercept, where GD =(I+Q /0. 71)
is the dipole fit. Figure 1 shows the separated data with
statistical errors for each of the four Q values of this ex-
periment. The solid curves are model calculations of the
combined quasielastic and inelastic contributions. The
quasielastic component was modeled with a nonrelativis-
tic plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) calcula-
tion [9] using the Paris deuteron wave function [10]. The
proton form factors measured in this experiment were
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FIG. l. Separated Rr/G$ (circles) and Ri./G$ (squares) for e-d scattering at the four Q values of this experiment. The Q
values are at the quasielastic peak and vary slightly with O' . The errors are statistical only. See text for description of curves.
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used, with GEn =0 and GMn PnGD where Pn =
nm. The inelastic portion was calculated using a fit to the
measured proton resonance region data which was convo-
luted with the deuteron wave function using Fermi-
smearing model Inell [11] which is based on light-cone
dynamics. The smeared cross sections were fitted to the
deuterium data in the resonance region assuming two pa-
rameters: the ratio of neutron and proton cross sections,
o„/cr„, for resonance production, and for nonresonant
background production. The dash-dotted curves in Fig. 1

represent a similar calculation, except a relativistic
PWIA model by Gross and Van Orden [12] was used.
The dotted curves were calculated with the same models
as the solid curves, except that the GK parametrization of
GM„and GE„were used. The relativistic eAects are small
compared to the sensitivity to the neutron form factor pa-
rametrization, and the data are best described by
GMn PnGD and GEn 0.

To extract the neutron form factors, Ri and RT were
fitted with the model shapes for both the quasielastic and
inelastic contributions. In the PWIA, the quasielastic
portion of RL is proportional to GEp+GE and that of
RT is proportional to GMp+GM ~ The neutron form fac-
tors were determined by subtracting the proton form fac-
tors measured in this experiment [8] from the coeIIicients
of the quasielastic fits. The neutron form factors extract-
ed using a nonrelativistic PWIA model with the Paris
wave function, and inelastic model Inell are listed in

Table I and shown in Fig. 2. The inner error bars are
statistical only, while the outer error bars include sys-
tematic errors. The point-to-point errors include the
combined uncertainties in beam energy (0.05%) and
scattering angle, 0.005' and 0.050 for the 8 and 1.6
GeV/c spectrometers, respectively. The absolute sys-
tematic errors result from uncertainties in absolute values
of the incident charge, radiative corrections, and solid an-
gles of the spectrometers, as well as the normalization of
the proton form factors.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show GM„/p„GD and GE„/GD,
respectively, along with previous data [7,13,14] and vari-
ous theoretical predictions, The new data are in good
agreement with previous data where there is overlap. The
VMD model shown (H, dashed) from Hohler [I], is in

reasonable agreement with the GE„data, but overesti-
mates GM„. The GK model (solid), which predicts
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Fi„=0, or G~n = r GM„where r = Q /4M, is in very
poor agreement with the new data for GE„, and underesti-
mates GM„. A relativistic constituent quark model (CC,
dash-dot-dot) from Chung and Coester [5] also predicts
Fi„=0 and is similarly ruled out. The QCD sum rule
predictions (R, dash-dotted) from Radyushkin [4] are in

reasonable agreement with the GE„data, and agreement
with GM„ is approached at the highest Q where the cal-
culation is expected to become valid. An additional curve
(CJ, dots) from Galster er al. [15] for GE„represents a
VMD fit to early data below Q (0.5 (GeV/c) . It is in

good agreement with the new higher Q data.
Extensive studies of the model sensitivity of the ex-

tracted form factors were made. The sensitivity to three
deuteron wave functions, Paris [10], Bonn [16], and Reid
soft core [17], was negligible. Results for three inelastic
Fermi-smearing prescriptions [11] and two relativistic
PWIA calculations [12,18] are summarized in Table II.
The largest change occurs in GM„using the Gross relativ-
istic model [12], which gives increasingly smaller values

s I s s s s I ~ » I

1.75
2.50
3.25
4.00

GMn/pn GD

1.052 ~ 0.026 + 0.045
1.014+ 0.017 ~ 0.041
Os967 ~ 0.031 ~ 0.052
0.923 ~ 0.048 ~ 0.065

Gkn/GA

—0.008 ~ 0.074+ 0.117
—0,050 ~ 0.074+ 0.142

0.164 ~ 0. 1 54 ~ 0.252
0.235 ~ 0.269 ~ 0.356

TABLE 1. Results for G~„/p„GD and Gg„/G1] as a function
of g in (GeV/c)'. The first error is statistical only, while the
second includes point-to-point and absolute systematic errors.
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FIG. 2. Results for (a) G~n/pnGD and (b) Gsn/GD vs Q' ex-
tracted using a nonrelativistic quasielastic model, the Paris
wave function, and inelastic model Inell. The inner error bars
are statistical only, while the outer include point-to-point and
absolute systematic errors. Also shown are previous data
I7, 13,14], and curves from various fits and predictions which are
described in the text.
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TABLE II. Results for GM, /p„GD and Gg, /Gg extracted with different models. Inel1, Inel2,
and Inel3 indicate different inelastic Fermi-smearing models [I I], with a nonrelativistic quasi-
elastic model. Keister [18] and Gross and Van Orden [12] indicate two relativistic quasielastic
models, with inelastic model Inell. All calculations used the Paris wave function and Q is in
units (GeV/c) '.

Q
2

1.75
2.50
3.25
4.00

I nel1

1.052
1.014
0.967
0.923

I nel2

1.059
1.026
0.985
0.955

GMn/pn GD

Gs /Gg

I nel3

1.058
1.025
0.987
0.952

Keister

1.044
1.008
0.972
0.937

Gross

1.008
0.954
0.899
0.866

1.75
2.50
3.25
4.00

—0.008
—0.050

0.164
0.235

0.002
—0.015

0.222
0.272

0.022
—0.001

0. 190
0. 171

—0.040
—0.082

0.104
0. 152

—0.010
—0.052

0.149
0. 186

as Q increases. This is due primarily to changes in the
magnitude, rather than the shape, of the modeled quasi-
elastic peak. Using the Keister relativistic model [18] re-
sults in smaller changes in GM„, and the trend with in-
creasing Q is opposite in sign to the Gross-Van Orden
values. The form factors are less sensitive to the inelastic
modeling, although the sensitivity increases with Q .

In conclusion, quasielastic e-d cross sections have been
measured and Rosenbluth separations used to obtain RL
and RT, at Q =1.75, 2.50, 3.25, and 4.00 (CJeV/c) .
Using a PWIA model, values for G~, and GM„have been
extracted which greatly increase the Q range of previous
data with significantly smaller error bars. The results
were found to be insensitive to three choices of the deute-
ron wave function. The modeling of the inelastic back-
ground has a small effect on the form factors, which in-
creases with Q . Studies with two relativistic PWIA cal-
culations indicate that GM„may be somewhat sensitive to
relativistic corrections, especially at the highest Q . The
effects of final-state interactions and meson exchange
currents may be important, and remain to be studied.
The results for GM„are consistent with the dipole form,
and the results for GF.„/GD are consistent with zero.
None of the theoretical models are in good agreement
with the data for both form factors. It is possible that use
of the new data to adjust free parameters may improve
agreement for many of the models.
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